Ordinance amending the Police and Transportation Codes to establish a City policy to protect the health and safety of residents by enforcing state laws prohibiting reckless driving, motor vehicle speed contests, and exhibitions involving stunts and tricks with vehicles; and to provide that vehicles that are removed for violation of such laws shall be impounded for no less than 14 days for the first incident, no less than 15 days for the second, and no less than 29 days for the third, with no impoundment lasting more than 30 days.

NOTE: Unchanged Code text and uncodified text are in plain Arial font. Additions to Codes are in single-underline italics Times New Roman font. Deletions to Codes are in strikethrough italics Times New Roman font. Board amendment additions are in double-underlined Arial font. Board amendment deletions are in strikethrough Arial font. Asterisks (*) * *) indicate the omission of unchanged Code subsections or parts of tables.

Be it ordained by the People of the City and County of San Francisco:

Section 1. The Police Code is hereby amended by adding Article 56, consisting of Sections 5600, 5601, and 5602, to read as follows:

ARTICLE 56: MOTOR VEHICLE STUNT DRIVING

SEC. 5600. FINDINGS.

(a) In recent years, San Francisco has seen a rise in “motor vehicle stunt driving,” which includes reckless driving, vehicle speed contests, and/or exhibitions that involve stunts and tricks with vehicles. In some instances, the motor vehicle stunt driving features cars weaving and speeding along thoroughfares, spinning “doughnuts,” and screeching tires while passengers hang out the windows.
drawing crowds of spectators. In other instances, the cars speed in unison. The various stunts and tricks featured during motor vehicle stunt driving are extremely dangerous and imperil both willing spectators and uninvolved bystanders, as well as participants. In the San Francisco Bay Area, the use of vehicles for stunts and tricks has caused serious injuries and death to not only participants and spectators but also to bystanders.

(b) As of the enactment of this Article 56, among the more recent instances of motor vehicle stunt driving in San Francisco were the following:

On February 23, 2020, there were four illegal motor vehicle stunt driving exhibitions involving 50 to 100 cars in San Francisco. Several cars sped through City neighborhoods engaging in reckless driving behavior. Motor vehicles blocked street intersections and engaged in tricks and stunts that included driving in continuous “figure eights” with screeching tires, and “doughnut” contests. Dozens of spectators crowded the streets and sidewalks in very close proximity to the vehicles to watch the exhibitions, creating a major public safety concern for everyone.

On August 24, 2020, there was an illegal motor vehicle stunt driving exhibition in San Francisco where vehicles orbited an intersection performing continuous “doughnuts” and sending burnt rubber smoke from tires into the air as passengers hung out the window. Approximately 100 spectators cheered on the spinning cars. At one point, a participating driver lost control of his vehicle, forcing spectators to move back unexpectedly. There were spectator vehicles that blocked all access to entry of the exhibition intersection. Nearby, gun shots were fired.

On September 6, 2020, an illegal motor vehicle stunt driving exhibition in San Francisco attracted hundreds of spectators and approximately 50 vehicles. There were approximately 100 calls for police service for this event from residents concerned about public safety. A man was shot to death in the immediate vicinity of the reckless stunt driving exhibition.

(c) There is no place for this type of motorized misconduct in a heavily populated urban environment such as San Francisco. At a minimum, motor vehicle stunt driving in the City creates
chaos, inconvenience, and in some cases fear, among those who live in neighborhoods where it occurs; and it presents challenges for law-abiding drivers whose routes unfortunately take them to an area where such irresponsible antics are occurring. Of even greater concern, the possibility that serious injury or death may result from motor vehicle stunt driving is ever-present.

SEC. 5601. MOTOR VEHICLE STUNT DRIVING: DECLARATION OF POLICY.

It is the policy of the City and County of San Francisco to protect the health and safety of residents by enforcing state laws that prohibit persons from engaging in reckless driving, motor vehicle speed contests, and exhibitions that involve stunts and tricks with vehicles, and that prohibit persons from aiding and abetting such activities.

SEC. 5602. AUTHORITY TO REMOVE VEHICLES.

(a) Any peace officer who arrests the operator of a vehicle for conduct in violation of subsection (2) of Section 23109.2 of the California Vehicle Code, as may be amended from time to time, shall impound the vehicle. For the first incident, a motor vehicle so removed shall be impounded for no less than 14 days but not more than 30 days. For the second incident, a motor vehicle so removed shall be impounded for no less than 15 days but not more than 30 days. Thereafter, the motor vehicle so removed shall be impounded for at least 29 days but not more than 30 days.

(b) Nothing in this Article 56 shall override any applicable provisions in the California Vehicle Code.

Section 2. Article 8 of Division 1 of the Transportation Code is amended by revising Section 8.1, to read as follows:

SECTION 8.1. CIRCUMSTANCES PERMITTING REMOVAL.

* * * *
(d) Any peace officer who arrests the operator of a vehicle for conduct in violation of subsection (2) of Section 23109.2 of the California Vehicle Code, as may be amended from time to time, shall impound the vehicle in accordance San Francisco Police Code Article 56.

Section 3. Effective Date. This ordinance shall become effective 30 days after enactment. Enactment occurs when the Mayor signs the ordinance, the Mayor returns the ordinance unsigned or does not sign the ordinance within ten days of receiving it, or the Board of Supervisors overrides the Mayor’s veto of the ordinance.

Section 4. Scope of Ordinance. In enacting this ordinance, the Board of Supervisors intends to amend only those words, phrases, paragraphs, subsections, sections, articles, numbers, punctuation marks, charts, diagrams, or any other constituent parts of the Municipal Code that are explicitly shown in this ordinance as additions, deletions, Board amendment additions, and Board amendment deletions in accordance with the “Note” that appears under the official title of the ordinance.
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